
The beautiful colours of autumn are lighting up K-Country -  get out and enjoy them while you can!

If You Admire the View, You Are a Friend Of
Kananaskis

September Letter from the Exec
By Derek Ryder, Director of Communications

 
Welcome to a “new and improved” Friends of Kananaskis Newsletter. More evolutionary
than revolutionary, by changing our newsletter format somewhat, we hope to better
inform, enlighten and engage the membership. The “inform” part will include regular
contributions from a member of the Board on Society activities. The “enlighten” part will
reveal to you some of the trail care activities that we have been up to. The “engage” part
will take you deeper into the special place that is Kananaskis Country, hopefully revealing
some of its secret and not so secret places and things that you may be missing.
 

http://www.kananaskis.org/


As you may know, the Society has historically been engaged in many activities, from
running retail stores to collecting backcountry fees, to providing watershed education, to
caring for trails, to handling memorial benches, to… well, the list just goes on. In 2011, the
Board of the Society decided to retrench and refocus our activities to the one that makes
the most significant difference to the most number of people: trail care.
 
We have been spectacularly successful in doing this. Just a few years back, we had only
a handful of small trail care projects, and put in less than 200 hours of trail care in a whole
season. Last year we broke 1,000 person-hours, and in 2012, under the guidance of our
Trails Program Coordinator Nicholas Dotchin, we will exceed 2,500 hours – over 60
person-days – of trail care work. We have been active in many areas of K-Country,
including the Nordic Centre, the Canmore area, the Elbow Valley, the Kananaskis valley,
Peter Lougheed Provincial Park, the Highwood – the list is long. We have built bridges, re-
built trials, repaired damage, collected garbage, planted trees and upgraded campgrounds
– all facilities that are used by the public.
 
And there is much more to do. The Kananaskis Trails Advisory Group, in which your
Society participates, coordinates trail care projects, and seems to have an endless list of
trails that could be built, plus trails and other facilities that need our help. This is great
news if you’re part of a Society that wants to give back and help K-Country. In fact,
coming soon to our website will be a way for the Society members to flag places they’ve
been that need trail care work.
 
So can your Society expand past 2,500 hours of work? Maybe, but we’re not sure. We’re
starting to push the limit of our resources. For starters, we only have a handful of trained
trail crew leaders, and every project needs at least one lead. We’re especially limited on
trail crew leaders that can work weekdays, but face increasing opportunities for weekday
projects. A sub-committee of the Board has been working up a training syllabus for new
trail crew leaders, and we are planning a crew leader training session in October, and
another in the spring. If you’ve worked on some projects and think you are ready to guide
others in “gardening in the wilderness”, we want to hear from you. Send a note to
trails@kananaskis.org, and we’ll get you trained.
 
Nicholas likes to say “there’s no such thing as trail fairies”. Trails that are damaged don’t
fix themselves. It takes a caring set of volunteers who see washed out trails and want to
do something about it. Volunteers like the members of the Society. Thanks to everyone
who has helped out this year!

September 2012 Trail Care Update
by Nicholas Dotchin, Trails Program Coordinator

 
Your FOKC trail care crew has had a busy season so far, with 1920 volunteer hours

mailto:info@kananaskis.org


contributed towards maintaining and improving our trail network. This involves 27 projects,
across three valleys, from the Canmore Nordic Centre down to the Sheep River Valley,
including Ptarmigan Cirque – the crown jewel of Peter Lougheed’s park. We have
engaged over 300 individuals, and we have to thank each and every one of them for their
efforts, not to mention the Volunteer Crew Leaders and Government of Alberta staff that
lead them. Together, we have done great work, yet we are literally scratching the surface.
Paths in nature are an eternal work in progress, and we encourage you all to enjoy them
with some little thought toward making their beauty last.

The leaves may be turning and the summer winding down, but the Friends of
Kananaskis trail care crew isn’t slowing down. We completed two projects on Saturday,
September 8th, one in the Elbow Valley and one down in the Sheep River area.

The first of these was a continuation of our prior work establishing a link between Fullerton
Loop and the Ranger Ridge Summit trails.

photo by Nicholas Dotchin

Three of our indomitable volunteer crew leaders led a group of 20 volunteers on a glorious
bluebird day. They cut 100m of new tread weaving across this open aspen covered
ridgeline, offering tremendous views. This leaves 300m remaining in this ongoing project,
which we would love to finish before the snow flies – stay tuned for volunteer
opportunities. 



The second effort was a group of 16 Chevron employees and their families, including 6
children and led by trail care coordinator Nicholas Dotchin.  This same blue-sky day was a
fun combination of interpretive hiking mixed with landscaping in the foothills of the Sheep
River valley. The Sandy McNabb campground is rarely visited and has a 2.5km
interpretive trail overlooking the river valley. We spent the day walking along this scenic
trail, repairing drainage, overgrowth and surface issues as we went. It was great to get
down to this less traveled area of Kananaskis Country and give it some much-needed
attention.

The HELS Project
By Derek Ryder, Director of Communications

 
I love seeing wildlife while wandering the trails in Kananaskis. Some, like bears, I like to
see from a distance. Some, like overly friendly ground squirrels begging for food, I wish
were at a greater distance (hint, people: don’t feed the wildlife).
 
But there are a group of animals I love seeing up close, all denizens of the high alpine, all
fairly shy. They include marmots, ptarmigan, and mountain goats. Okay, maybe marmots
aren’t that shy. But top among these species for me to see is the ever-adorable pika.

Pika photo by Derek Ryder



These 4 high elevation localized species (or HELS, for short) haven’t been researched all
that well. As an example, there has been discussion of the impacts of global warming on
their ability to live where they do. Pika, for instance, can’t survive more than 5 hrs at
temperatures above 70°. On hot days, they hide under rocks to stay cool.
 
The Bow Valley Naturalists started the HELS Project in 2010 to capture hiker observations
of these 4 species, and you can participate. Their project area includes K-Country. All you
have to do is record what you see, when and where you saw it onto their simple-to-use
website. In 2011, 32 registered users recorded 433 observations of 1,225 individual
animals, including 557 goats, 357 pikas, 231 marmots and 80 ptarmigan. The more
observers, the better the data. The data makes a difference; Parks Canada used the 2010
and early 2011 data to run a pilot program on researching pika behaviour.
 
Interested in helping? Just head to http://www.bowvalleynaturalists.org/index.html and
look for the HELS links on the right hand side.

Kananaskis’ Special Places: Rock Glaciers
Part 1 in a series. By Derek Ryder, Director of Communications

The greater Kananaskis area protects numerous special places, and in this series of
articles, I’m going to take you to a number of my favourites. Some of these hide, and
some are in the open but get passed by. All are worth exploring if you want to see the
unique bits of our beloved space.
 
Many people have not heard of rock glaciers. Just as snow can compress to make ice and
cause it to flow, if you pile enough rock up on an ongoing basis, you’ll eventually develop
a rock glacier where the rock flows. The mechanism is pretty simple: continued, long-term
erosion of a mountain collects in a space referred to as an accumulation zone. But you
need a bit of geography as well. Not all rockfall makes a glacier; not every scree slope is
the start of one. The next thing you need is that basin to be of a shape that enables the
rock to collect then has a flow path further downhill. Now if you add more rock to the top,
the weight of the rock cause the rock in the basin to flow – not fall, but actually flow, like a
liquid – downhill.
 
Some rock glaciers have inside them a core of ice, or just a lot of ice in between the rocks.
This ice is far more plastic than the rock, so it enables the combination – like a slushie on
steroids – to flow more easily. But you don’t need to have ice inside.
 
Kananaskis Country has at least two examples of rock glaciers, one much better than the
other. The easiest to see isn’t that impressive but is conveniently located at the Rock
Glacier lookout on Highway 40 just north of the Highwood Pass. Here, Mt Rae is eroding.

http://www.bowvalleynaturalists.org/index.html


A bunch of siltstone from the Triassic aged Sulphur Mountain formation is falling down and
builds up. The vegetation clearly shows the rock down low is moving. But don’t worry
about getting out of the way; the movement is on the order of 2 cm per year. Ice glaciers,
by contrast, move at 10-30 m per year.
 
This isn’t a great example of a rock glacier. From the parking lot, it just looks like a pile of
rubble, as this first photo shows:

Photo courtesy of Barry Taylor, hikingwithbarry.com

The accumulation zone of this rock glacier isn’t visible from the highway; it’s better to get
back to have a look. Like, say, from across Highway 40 at the top of Pocaterra Ridge (a
hike I have personally never done but is on my list).

Photo courtesy of Barry Taylor, hikingwithbarry.com

http://www.hikingwithbarry.com/
http://www.hikingwithbarry.com/


This rock glacier moves so slow that the accumulation zone has grass on it. You can see
that the Mt. Rae rock glacier doesn’t look much like a glacier so much as a giant scree
pile. But the ones in the next photo look like a glacier:

Now that's what I'm talking about. Photo by Derek Ryder



This is a spectacular example of a rock glacier with two lobes. You can clearly see the
flow of the rock on both and each is over half a kilometer long. They actually look like
they’re made of ice, though I doubt they are. Here, a whole lot of the Sulphur Mountain
formation is sliding down just like at Mt. Rae. These are, without question, the best
examples of rock glaciers in all of Kananaskis Country.
 
However, unlike the Mt. Rae glacier, these hide and are not easy to see. They come off an
unnamed peak between Mt. Buller and Mt. Bogart. You can see the nose of the one on
the left if you get up on Red Ridge, but only the nose. The best vantage point (where the
above photo was taken) is from the Red Basin hike, #79 in Gillean Daffern’s Kananaskis
Trails Guide, Vol 1, 4th edition. The hike leads up to a grassy shoulder of Mt. Buller that is
readily visible from the Spray Lakes day use area on the Smith-Dorien Spray Trail.
However, there is really no trail at all to get up there, so if you want to do go there, you
need to be an expert bush-basher, have a good GPS, map and compass reading skills
and a willingness to explore. And by the way – the last time I was up there, we found lots
of fresh bear scat, rub trees and bear digs on the way up. The area is also popular with
hunters, especially in the fall. There are lots of interesting things back there besides the
glaciers – but they are for another article.

Your Donations are Always Appreciated and Needed
 
There are many ways to express your gratitude for Kananaskis Country and we are



always grateful for contributions that help us maintain our programs and operations. 
Friends of Kananaskis Country is a registered charity in good standing and we provide
charitable receipts for donations over $20.00.  You can reach us directly by mail at the
address below or go through CanadaHelps. Thank you for your support!

Friends of Kananaskis Country
201-800 Railway Avenue
Canmore, AB  T1W 1P1 
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